
SIENA
CEILING

ASPIRE SERIES

anodized aluminum mesh 
grease filters plus perimeter 
aspiration plate

remote control halogen lamps

MODELS

DIMENSIONS

ESNX43SS  Siena 43"x27" ceiling mounted hood
ESNBLK06  Siena 600 CFM in line blower (not included)

(43”W x 27”D x 7 23/32”H)

Elica Design Center

When the view out your kitchen window is too spectacular to disrupt with a large range hood, Elica’s Siena 
is the perfect solution.

Siena literally installs into the ceiling and is discreetly flush mounted, which allows the cabinetry and 
outdoors to take center stage. However, when it’s time to cook, Siena will easily do the job.

Siena comes equipped with a powerful 600 CFM, In-line blower, which is mounted in the attic for added 
silence and peacefulness.

The 43” x 27” size provides excellent capture area, and in addition, Perimeter Aspiration Technology has 
been included, which increases suction 35%, making Siena a highly effective hood despite its out-of-sight 
location. Siena’s bright halogen lighting is dimmable and infinitely adjustable to set just the right mood.

Also, both the lighting and 4 speed blower are conveniently operated by an ergonomic remote control.
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Size (in) & Type
Finish

Controls

Illumination

Installation Type

Blower Type

Filter Type

Heights

Duct Transition

Electrical

Warranty

43x27” ceiling mount
Stainless steel

Remote control

4x20 Watt halogen lamps, dimmer light

Ducted

600 CFM, 4 speed internal (Sold Separately)

2 Dishwasher-safe aluminum mesh grease filters + perimeter filter

Max. recommended: 6' 10"- 7' 6" 
(Over recommended heights performance may be diminished) 

6” Round

120V-60Hz

2 Years Parts & Labor, In-home service

IN LINE BLOWER SEM1 US 120V

CODE: PRF0116568
MODEL: ESNBLK06

Replacement light bulb (1)
CODE: 2006BH

 Mesh Filter Frame 
480x301 mm (1) 

 Charcoal filter 
480x289 mm  

Consumable parts are sold in units of one (1).  Order accordingly.

ACCESSORIES

CONSUMABLE PARTS

LINE DRAWING

FEATURES
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